We have increased substantially the electron and ion temperatures, the electron density, and the total beta in plasmas with improved energy confinement in the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST). The improved confinement is achieved with a well-established current profile control technique for reduction of magnetic tearing and reconnection. A sustained ion temperature >1 keV is achieved with intensified reconnection-based ion heating followed immediately by current profile control. In the same plasmas, the electron temperature reaches 2 keV, and the electron thermal diffusivity drops to about 2 m 2 s −1 . The global energy confinement time is 12 ms. This and the reported temperatures are the largest values yet achieved in the reversed-field pinch (RFP). These results were attained at a density ∼10 19 m −3 . By combining pellet injection with current profile control, the density has been quadrupled, and total beta has nearly doubled to a record value of about 26%. The Mercier criterion is exceeded in the plasma core, and both pressure-driven interchange and pressure-driven tearing modes are calculated to be linearly unstable, yet energy confinement is still improved. Transient momentum injection with biased probes reveals that global momentum transport is reduced with current profile control. Magnetic reconnection events drive rapid momentum transport related to large Maxwell and Reynolds stresses. Ion heating during reconnection events occurs globally, locally, or not at all, depending on which tearing modes are involved in the reconnection. To potentially augment inductive current profile control, we are conducting initial tests of current drive with lower-hybrid and electron-Bernstein waves.
Introduction
The reversed-field pinch (RFP) is a toroidal magnetic fusion concept characterized by a relatively small toroidal magnetic field and large magnetic shear. The RFP is so named in part because the toroidal magnetic field is reversed in the edge relative to its direction in the core. The large magnetic shear allows for a potentially large beta (plasma pressure normalized to the field pressure at the plasma boundary). However, the large shear also causes the RFP plasma to play host to a number of resonant tearing modes. The dominant modes have poloidal mode numbers m = 1 and m = 0. The m = 1 modes are resonant at various locations in the plasma core, and the dominant modes are normally driven unstable by a gradient in the parallel current profile. The m = 0 modes are all resonant at the radius where the toroidal field reverses. In the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) [1] , the m = 0 modes are normally driven by nonlinear coupling with the m = 1 modes [2, 3] . The m = 1 and m = 0 modes reach their largest amplitude during magnetic reconnection events (or sawtooth crashes), which last for only about 100 µs but occur periodically in MST discharges. During reconnection events, and even between them, the m = 1 modes stochasticize the magnetic field in the core, leading to rapid transport of particles and energy [4, 5] .
Nonlinear interaction of the m = 1 and m = 0 modes during reconnection events produces a number of powerful effects on the MST plasma. Two which will be described in this paper are intense ion heating and rapid momentum transport. The ion temperature increases several-fold due to a rapid conversion of stored magnetic energy to ion thermal energy, and the increase is global, due to the large number of reconnection sites (mode resonant surfaces) [6, 7] . We also observe ion heating localized to the toroidal field reversal radius in special cases where only m = 0 modes cause reconnection. Whether global or local, heating only occurs when the m = 0 modes are involved. Momentum transport also increases substantially during global reconnection events, causing a decrease in core plasma flow and an increase in the edge flow. Measurements in the edge reveal that fluctuationinduced Maxwell and Reynolds stresses are both large but of opposite sign, approximately balancing the measured change in plasma momentum [8] . Momentum transport is rapid even between reconnection events, as revealed in discharges where the plasma edge is accelerated with inserted biased probes. The core plasma spins up shortly thereafter, indicating rapid momentum transport. In plasmas with reconnection suppression, described in the next paragraph, the core plasma rotation exhibits essentially no change-momentum transport is substantially reduced.
In discharges in which reconnection is suppressed, we have now demonstrated a substantial increase in the electron and ion temperatures, the plasma density and the total beta. This has been achieved in part with an extension of reconnection suppression to a toroidal current of 0.5 MA, approaching MST's maximum current capability. Suppression of both the m = 1 and m = 0 tearing modes is achieved with a well-established technique for inductive control of the current profile [9, 10] . At relatively low toroidal plasma current, 0.2 MA, this has previously led to an electron temperature of 0.6 keV and a ten-fold improvement in the energy confinement time [10] , producing tokamak-like confinement [11] . However, these discharges were limited by edge instability to a relatively low density ∼10 19 m −3 . Given the small rate of electron-ion energy transfer, they were also limited to an ion temperature of about 0.2 keV [12] . The total beta reached a maximum of about 15%, but this was limited merely by the reduced ohmic heating power. Now, at 0.5 MA and the usual low density, we have demonstrated plasmas with a central ion temperature >1 keV and a central electron temperature of about 2 keV, both the largest temperatures achieved thus far in the RFP [13] . The large ion temperature is achieved with the intensification of reconnection-based ion heating followed immediately by reconnection suppression and improved ion energy confinement. Electron energy confinement is simultaneously improved, leading to a rapid, ohmically driven increase in the electron temperature. The electron thermal diffusivity drops to about 2 m 2 s −1 near the reversal radius, and globally, the total (electron + ion) energy confinement time reaches 12 ms, also a record for the RFP.
In other discharges with current profile control, we have quadrupled the plasma density with injection of deuterium pellets [14, 15] . Core and edge fluctuations are reduced, energy confinement is improved and the ion temperature rises along with the electron temperature. The total beta is increased relative to that in low-density plasmas, ranging from 17% at 0.5 MA to 26% at 0.2 MA. In the highest beta plasmas, the central pressure gradient exceeds the Mercier criterion, and both pressure-driven interchange and pressure-driven tearing modes are calculated to be linearly unstable. Interchange modes have yet to be observed in these plasmas, but there is possible evidence of pressure-driven tearing.
With the goal of improving upon inductive control of the tearing modes, we are testing the feasibility of two rf techniques, one based on the lower-hybrid wave, the other based on the electron-Bernstein wave. The lower-hybrid system is already producing high-energy electrons, evidenced by the emission of hard x-rays with energies up to 50 keV [16] . The physics of electron-Bernstein wave injection is being established. Measurements indicate a potential coupling efficiency of up to 75% [17] , and, from tests of low-power injection, the reflection coefficient can reach as low as 10%, in agreement with theory and computation [18] .
The balance of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss reconnection and ion heating in section 2. Then in section 3 we describe the utilization of this heating to increase the ion temperature during subsequent reconnection suppression, and we discuss the simultaneous large increase in the electron temperature. The achievement and analysis of higher density, high-beta plasmas with pellet injection is the subject of section 4. Understanding and control of momentum transport is discussed in section 5, and results of rf feasibility tests are the subject of section 6.
Reconnection and ion heating
Particle acceleration and heating have been linked to magnetic reconnection in a wide variety of astrophysical, space and laboratory plasmas, but while the correlation is clear, the underlying physics has yet to be completely elucidated. In a number of RFP devices, including MST, reconnection has been cited as the cause of substantial ion heating [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In order to better understand the link between reconnection and ion heating, a charge-exchangerecombination spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostic has been developed on MST to examine the evolution of the ion temperature profile during reconnection [6, 7] . As applied on MST, this diagnostic provides the temperature of fully stripped carbon ions at multiple radial locations (one location per discharge) with roughly 2 cm spatial resolution and a temporal resolution as fine as 10 µs [24] . Measurements of the ion temperature (T i ) profile during reconnection reveal that the magnetic energy is estimated with a simple equilibrium model based on measurements of the magnetic field at the plasma boundary [25] .
The temporal evolution of the T i profile around global reconnection events in 0.4 MA MST discharges is shown in figure 3 . These profiles are based on a large ensemble of similar events and are referenced to the relative time (0 ms) at which the tearing mode amplitudes peak [6, 7] . From shortly before to shortly after this peak, T i increases to >1 keV. Then, over about 1 ms, the T i profile decays back toward its original shape and magnitude. This rate of decay in part reflects relatively poor ion energy confinement in these plasmas. The T i profile at +0.15 ms exhibits an off-axis peak. This is consistent with the largest ion heating occurring where reconnection is most intense. The safety factor profile for the 0.4 MA plasmas in which these measurements were made [7] reveals that the m = 1, n = 6 resonant surface lies very close to the location of maximum T i . This is the largest of the m = 1 modes during reconnection events. The evolution of the T i profile during two other types of reconnection event has also been examined in MST [6, 7] . One type is characterized by reconnection associated with only the m = 0 modes. In this case, ion heating is observed, but only in the vicinity of the m = 0 resonant surface. There is also a drop in the stored magnetic energy. The other type of reconnection event is characterized by activity in only the m = 1 modes. In this case, no ion heating is observed anywhere in the plasma, and there is no change in the magnetic energy. Hence, ion heating appears to require the involvement of the m = 0 tearing modes, and it is correlated with a decrease in magnetic energy. Magnetic energy has long been cited as a likely source of the ion heat.
Generation and capture of large T i and T e
We have now intensified the ion heating associated with global reconnection, and with reconnection suppression subsequent to the heating, we are able to maintain a large ion temperature [13] . An example of this is shown in figure 4 , which contains data from a discharge with a toroidal plasma current of about 0.5 MA. Figure 4 contains the amplitude of the m = 0, n = 1 tearing mode, the central ion temperature measured with CHERS, and soft-x-ray emission measured through a 761 µm thick beryllium filter along a line of sight through the plasma centre. This x-ray emission increases with electron density, but the dominant contributor here is the electron temperature. From 10 to 20 ms, the line averaged density increases from 0.5×10 19 to 0.85×10 19 m −3 . Occurring at around 6 and 8 ms in figure 4 are two global reconnection events. The latter event was described in detail in figure 2. The stored magnetic energy shown in figure 2 drops by an estimated 34 kJ (∼13%) in about 60 µs, implying a power greater than 500 MW. A fraction of this power is channelled to the impurity and majority ions. During the two events shown early in figure 4 , the central T i exceeds the upper range of the CHERS diagnostic, hence the gaps in the T i data. However, T i can be measured in the decay phase following each event, and these data imply that the central T i may exceed 3 keV during heating. This is the largest ion temperature yet observed in the RFP, and it is achieved by simultaneously operating at large toroidal current and low density, and by increasing the degree of toroidal magnetic field reversal.
By simply increasing the toroidal current in MST, a larger temperature can be achieved during magnetic reconnection events. With an increase from 0.25 to 0.5 MA, the central temperature roughly triples, reaching 1.5 keV [7] . In addition to the toroidal current, the RFP equilibrium is also characterized by the so-called toroidal field reversal parameter, F ≡ B φ (a)/ B φ , where B φ (a) is the toroidal field at the plasma boundary and B φ is the toroidal field averaged over the plasma cross section. In an RFP plasma, F < 0, and in MST, the degree of ion heating at reconnection events is also a strong function of F . In the discharge shown in figure 4 , F is about −0.25 between the large reconnection events. This corresponds to an edge safety factor, q(a) = −0.05. Otherwise similar discharges, even at high current, with F closer to zero exhibit much weaker heating. A similar relation between the reversal parameter and ion heating was also observed in the ZT-40M RFP [26] . Adjusting F to be more negative moves the m = 0 resonant surface further inside the plasma, and further away from the stabilizing influence of MST's thick conducting shell. This may facilitate more intense ion heating.
In addition to this change in equilibrium, low electron density is important. More negative F and low density leads to periods where magnetic fluctuations are spontaneously reduced, and global energy confinement is somewhat improved [27] . Two such periods, which are characterized in part by periodic small bursts of m = 0 mode activity, occur after the large events in figure 4 . These periods often terminate with reconnection events having particularly large mode amplitudes. Relative to typical MST plasmas, the ion temperature in plasmas such as that in figure 4 decays more slowly following reconnection heating. This may result in part from somewhat improved ion energy confinement following the reconnection events.
The combination of intensified heating and slower temperature decay allows capture of substantial ion energy with reconnection suppression. In the discharge in figure 4 , inductive modification of the current profile begins at 10 ms, leading to the eventual suppression of the m = 0 and m = 1 tearing modes, including the small bursts of m = 0 activity. This technique has been applied successfully in several RFP devices, but optimization continues [9, 10, [28] [29] [30] . The technique is based on a rampdown of the toroidal flux in the plasma, inducing a poloidal electric field to enhance the current flowing parallel to the edge magnetic field. Hence, F and q(a) become much more negative. The q profile shown in figure 1 , where q(a) = −0.19, was measured near the end of a period of toroidal flux rampdown.
The inductive programming applied here is similar to that previously described for MST [10, 12] . In 0.2 MA plasmas, this technique led to a tripling of T e , reaching 0.6 keV, but T i was unchanged at about 0.2 keV. Reconnection suppression in the 0.5 MA discharge shown in figure 4 results in a central T i > 1 keV. The rate of temperature decay during this period is small, and this is due in part to increased ion energy confinement. The global ion energy confinement time is roughly estimated to increase ten-fold during reconnection suppression. This is based on a power balance calculation, including electron-ion heating and losses due to both charge exchange and convection. Charge exchange is one of the dominant channels of ion energy loss, and it is measured to drop roughly ten-fold. A substantial reduction is also observed in convection.
The period of reconnection suppression in figure 4 is interrupted briefly by a small burst of m = 0 activity near 20 ms. This is near the end of the poloidal current drive. After this burst, the low-n, m = 0 modes begin to increase slowly while most of the m = 1 modes remain fairly small. There is little apparent response in the central ion temperature. However, after having ramped up strongly with reconnection suppression, the central x-ray emission drops suddenly, dominantly reflecting a drop in the central T e , and decays slowly thereafter. figure 4 and ion temperature profile compiled at 20 ms in a set of discharges similar to that in figure 4 . Both profiles assume a boundary temperature of 40 eV. Table 1 . Improved-confinement plasma parameters with and without pellet injection at low and high toroidal plasma current. In the third row is the central line-averaged electron density normalized to the Greenwald density limit, defined in the text. Total beta is the volume-averaged pressure normalized to the total (toroidal + poloidal) magnetic field pressure at the plasma boundary. Data with pellets from [15] . Low-current data without pellets from [10] . High-current data without pellets from [13] . Profiles of T e and T i are shown in figure 5 . The T e profile was measured at 19.5 ms in the discharge shown in figure 4 . This was possible with a new multi-point Thomson scattering diagnostic [31] . The T i profile was compiled in discharges like that in figure 4 , assembled from data at 20 ms, several majority-impurity-ion equilibration times after reconnection heating. With a Rutherford scattering diagnostic [32] , the deuteron temperature was also measured at one location in these plasmas, confirming a large increase in the majority T i . These central electron and ion temperatures represent substantial increases relative to what was achieved at 0.2 MA. These and other parameters are compared in table 1, in the two columns labelled 'w/o pellets.' In the present 0.5 MA plasmas, the combination of large ion and electron temperatures, along with a simultaneously reduced ohmic input power, results in a global energy confinement time of about 12 ms, a modest improvement over that achieved at 0.2 MA, and the largest yet achieved in the RFP.
Contributing to this global confinement improvement is a local reduction in the electron thermal diffusivity in the region 0.3 m < ρ < 0.4 m, corresponding to steep gradients in the T e profile (figure 5). The diffusivity associated with the two steep gradients is about 2 m 2 s −1 , likely the minimum value in the plasma. In the region ρ > 0.4 m, the diffusivity increases monotonically out to the plasma boundary and is substantially larger than 2 m 2 s −1 . The diffusivity in the region ρ < 0.3 m has yet to be determined, but the relatively flat T e profile here implies that the diffusivity is probably larger than 2 m 2 s −1 . Comparison of the T e profile in figure 5 with the simultaneously measured q profile in figure 1 reveals that the steep T e gradients lie on either side of the q = 0 surface. The local flattened region in the T e profile is centred on the q = 0 surface, and the width of this region is consistent with that of an m = 0 island. The large gradients exist in a region of very small but finite q. The locally resonant m = 1 modes have toroidal mode numbers n > 35, and their respective adjacent resonant surfaces lie less than 1 mm apart. Hence, island overlap and stochasticity in this region is probable. The means by which electron thermal transport is reduced in this region remains to be determined. In addition to the large gradients in T e , we note that the coarsely measured T i profile also exhibits its largest gradient in the vicinity of q = 0.
Improved confinement at higher density and high beta
In plasmas fuelled with gas puffing and recycling, there is a soft density limit ∼10 19 m −3 for improved confinement [12] . Just above this limit, discrete bursts of m = 0 activity occur with regularity, and further above this limit, the m = 0 modes are continuously large. This activity limits the degree to which energy confinement can be improved. One result of this lowdensity restriction is the previous observation that T i does not mimic the large increase observed in T e . The characteristic time for transfer of energy from electrons to ions can range up to several hundred milliseconds in the hottest plasmas. This is far longer than the duration of the improved confinement. The large increase in T e also halves the ohmic input power. Hence, while total beta increased with improved confinement, it was limited by the relatively small heating power.
Destabilization of the m = 0 modes with higher density is believed to result from the fact that gas puffing and recycling tend to deposit particles in the edge. We hypothesize that this causes unfavourable changes in the edge pressure and/or current gradient, thereby leading to m = 0 instability. This motivated the implementation of pellet injection on MST in order to deposit fuel directly in the core [14, 15] .
An example of a discharge with pellet injection combined with inductive current profile control is shown in figure 6 . The current profile modification begins at 10 ms, and two pellets arrive in the plasma shortly thereafter. The pellets more than triple the line-averaged electron density. technique [33] . This is the first time that T i has been observed to increase along with T e during fluctuation reduction.
Pellet injection has been applied to both low-and highcurrent improved-confinement plasmas, allowing comparison with the results from improved-confinement at lower density. Some of the key parameters from these plasmas are shown in table 1. Recent work from the MST [15] and RFX-mod [34] experiments has demonstrated that the Greenwald density limit for tokamaks [35] applies to these two RFP devices as well. This limit on the line-averaged electron density = I φ /π a 2 , where I φ is the toroidal plasma current in megaamperes, a is the plasma minor radius in metres, and the density limit is in units of 10 20 m −3 . In MST standard-confinement plasmas with and without pellet injection, premature termination of the discharge is observed when this limit is surpassed. The toroidal plasma current can drop to zero in as little as 5 ms. In table 1 we show line-averaged densities normalized to the Greenwald limit for improved-confinement plasmas. The low density MST discharges are well below the limit, but with pellet injection at low toroidal current, we are able to exceed the limit by 20% without premature discharge termination [15] . This is consistent with what is observed with pellet injection (central fuelling) in tokamak plasmas. At present on MST, the density with pellet injection at higher current is limited only by the size of the available pellets.
At both low and high current, the ohmic input power roughly doubles with pellet injection. This is due in large part to the facts that T e is lower at high density, and the ohmic input power (and plasma resistivity) varies as T −3/2 e . One reason for the smaller electron temperature with pellet injection is that the electron-ion energy transfer time decreases substantially, to as low as 5 ms. Hence, a substantial fraction of the ohmic electron heat is transferred directly to the ions. This results in a substantial increase in the ion thermal energy. The energy confinement time with pellets is thus far not as large as that achieved without pellets. Nevertheless, the achieved confinement is much improved relative to the standard 1 ms, measured in plasmas without current profile control.
The larger stored thermal energy achieved with pellet injection has resulted in larger β tot , with the largest value of 26% achieved at low current (table 1) . This corresponds to a poloidal beta of 40%, normalizing to the poloidal magnetic field pressure at the plasma boundary, and a toroidal beta of about 100%, normalizing to the toroidal magnetic field pressure at the plasma boundary. These are the largest total and poloidal beta values achieved thus far in the improvedconfinement RFP [14, 15] . The profile of the pressure gradient from one of these high-beta plasmas is shown in figure 7 . Overlaid on this plot is the profile of the critical pressure gradient prescribed by the Mercier criterion, which when exceeded can theoretically lead to linearly unstable interchange modes. The criterion is expressed as
where q is the radial derivative of the safety factor, representing magnetic field shear, and p is the radial derivative of the pressure. The criterion weighs the destabilizing pressure gradient against the stabilizing magnetic field shear. In figure 7 , this criterion is violated in the region ρ < 0.2 m. Linear MHD computation with the DEBS code [36] has been applied to this high-beta equilibrium. The computation predicts that multiple pressure-driven interchange and tearing modes are linearly unstable. The interchange modes are radially localized modes with, e.g., m = 3, while the tearing modes are global with m = 1. As yet, we have not found evidence of interchange modes experimentally. This is similar to the case in some stellarator plasmas, where the Mercier criterion is exceeded with no indication of interchange instability [37] . However, there is potential experimental evidence for pressure-driven tearing in MST [14, 15] . Comparison of the m = 1 tearing mode spectra with current profile control at low density (β tot = 15%) and high density (β tot = 26%) shows that the degree of fluctuation reduction is smaller in the larger beta plasmas. According to MHD computation, the usual current-gradient drive for these modes is essentially eliminated in both cases. The primary difference is that the pressure-gradient drive becomes significant with larger beta.
Understanding and control of momentum transport
The mechanism(s) underlying momentum transport in magnetic fusion plasmas continues to be an important line of research. Momentum transport has been examined in several scenarios in MST: during reconnection events and between reconnection events with and without current profile control. MST plasmas commonly exhibit spontaneous rotation, but this rotation is altered substantially and rapidly each time a global reconnection event occurs. The core plasma slows down, and the edge plasma spins up. The rate of momentum transport is roughly 1000 times faster than the classical rate. Previous work established the importance of the nonlinear j×b torque exerted between the core-resonant m = 1 modes and the edge-resonant m = 0 modes [38] . The core and edge are strongly coupled. Analogous to what was described earlier for ion heating, the m = 0 modes play a key role. In reconnection events involving only the m = 1 modes, there is no change in the momentum profile.
With a combination of internal measurements and MHD computation, we have improved substantially our understanding of momentum transport during global reconnection events [8] . The momentum balance equation for the MST plasma edge can be written as
where ρ is the mass density, V is the plasma velocity, j is the current density, b is the magnetic field, tildes indicate fluctuating quantities and brackets indicate a flux-surface average. The term on the left is the ion inertia, while the terms on the right are the fluctuation-based Maxwell and Reynolds stresses. The temporal evolution of the terms in equation (2) over an ensemble of reconnection events is shown in figure 8 . These terms were measured with a variety of probes inserted into the plasma edge. The data in figure 8 reveal that the two stresses are large but that they approximately balance each other. Their difference is roughly equal to the small ion inertia term. The data in figure 8 were measured near the m = 0 resonant surface. Away from this location in the plasma edge, the stresses are smaller but are still approximately balanced. Measurements with a laser Faraday rotation diagnostic of the Maxwell stress in the plasma core are consistent with what is observed in the edge. The Maxwell stress is much larger than the inertial term. The Reynolds stress in the core has yet to be measured. These experimental observations are similar in many respects to recent findings from numerical simulations [39] . The simulations show that momentum transport is greatly enhanced in the presence of multiple tearing modes and that the nonlinear coupling of the modes is key-transport does not result merely from the superposition of independent, radially Global momentum transport between reconnection events has also been examined with an externally imposed alteration of the edge plasma rotation [40, 41] . This rotation is imposed with two positively biased probes inserted about 10 cm into the plasma. The probes are biased with respect to the MST vacuum vessel. This causes a radial current, which, combined with the dominantly poloidal edge magnetic field, leads to a toroidal torque. The effect of edge bias on the edge and core rotation in standard-confinement plasmas is shown in figure 9 . Waveforms from plasmas without bias are also shown for reference. The edge rotation is represented by the toroidal velocity of C III ions, while the core rotation is represented by the phase velocity of the m = 1, n = 6 tearing mode. Shortly after the bias current is turned on, the edge velocity increases rapidly to a steady value, and the core rotation begins increasing at about the same time. This implies fairly strong coupling between the core and edge plasma, and the rate of momentum transport is roughly 100 times faster than the classical prediction. When bias is applied to discharges with inductive current profile control and fluctuation reduction, the responses of both the edge and core rotation are substantially different (figure 10). The edge plasma responds more rapidly to the applied bias current and reaches a larger velocity, but there is little comparable response in the core. This implies that the edge and core are more effectively isolated.
Testing the feasibility of rf current drive on MST
While inductive modification of the current profile has proven a robust means of reducing magnetic fluctuations and improving energy confinement, the technique is inherently transient, and relatively crude, in that it does not allow precise tailoring of the current profile. This has motivated the development of techniques to noninductively and more precisely alter the current profile. One possible means to this end is the application of rf. Feasibility studies of two rf techniques are figure 9 . The C III velocity was unavailable for the no-bias plasmas, but the estimated majority ion rotation in similar plasmas shows that the edge rotation remains small, as in figure 9 .
presently underway on MST, the first tests of rf in the RFP. The techniques are based on the injection of lower-hybrid waves (LHW) and electron-Bernstein waves (EBW). These two approaches have complementary strengths and challenges. The physics and application of current drive with LHW is well established on tokamaks, but antenna design for MST has required substantial innovative engineering. On the other hand, the EBW approach benefits from a relatively simpler antenna design, but EBW physics is not yet well established for a high-beta plasma like the RFP. Figure 11 . Spectra of hard-x-ray photons measured near lower-hybrid antenna at two input powers.
The design of the LHW antenna for MST is tightly constrained by the MST vacuum vessel. Large portholes are disallowed to avoid overly large magnetic error fields. The rather large antenna must therefore be mounted on the interior surface of the vessel. This constrains the height (or radial extent) of the antenna to avoid having the antenna act as a limiter. These and other constraints forced a design based on a novel interdigital line antenna [42] . This is a travellingwave antenna which in MST operates at 800 MHz with an n || ∼ 7.5, parameters dictated by modelling to drive current predominantly in the edge region (r/a ∼ 0.8) with strong single-pass absorption. One encouraging LHW result thus far is the emission of hard-x-ray photons with energies up to 50 keV, demonstrating that there are electrons with at least this energy in the plasma [16] . The flux of hard x-rays is also found to increase with the power applied to the antenna. Hardx-ray energy spectra for two applied power levels are shown in figure 11 . At present, this emission exhibits a degree of toroidal localization. Depending on the direction of LHW injection, hard x-rays are detected over a toroidal extent of up to 120
• , roughly centred on the antenna. Given the relatively large beta of the RFP, the electron cyclotron resonance is inaccessible for current drive. This is in contrast to the tokamak where electron cyclotron current drive and heating are staples. The EBW is a nearly electrostatic solution of the hot plasma dielectric tensor and presents a potential alternate route for use of the electron cyclotron resonance [43] . Theory, simulations and experiments show that the EBW converts to and from an electromagnetic wave at the extreme edge, but practical use of this conversion requires low reflected power and high conversion efficiency. As an initial step in testing the feasibility of EBW injection, a compact waveguide antenna was installed on an existing MST porthole to study coupling at low rf power (<10 W) [18] . Full-wave coupling theory was incorporated into a simulation and tested against experiment. The simulation predicted that the reflected power should depend strongly on the edge density gradient at the upper hybrid resonance (typically within 1-2 cm of the antenna). This result was thoroughly tested with experimental measurements, as shown in figure 12 . The measured and predicted reflection coefficients agree well over a range of density scale lengths typical of the MST edge, and the data show that the reflection coefficient can be as low as 10%. Blackbody levels of cyclotron emission from the plasma core have also been measured, and the associated mode conversion was measured to have an efficiency of about 75% [17] . Reciprocity then implies that EBW injection from the edge has the potential to drive current efficiently in the plasma.
Summary and conclusions
In low-density, high-current MST plasmas, we have now demonstrated improved confinement of hot thermal ions with T i > 1 keV and hot thermal electrons with T e ∼ 2 keV. This is in addition to previously reported good confinement of 20 keV beam-injected fast ions [44] and 100 keV runaway electrons [45] . We have demonstrated inductive control of the dominant tearing modes over almost all of MST's range of toroidal plasma current. The achievable density during improved confinement has quadrupled, in one case exceeding the Greenwald density limit, and beta has been increased to the point that we are challenging two pressuredriven stability limits. The ultimate beta limit in the RFP has yet to be determined, but we conclude that pressuregradient-driven tearing modes may play an important role. We have also improved our understanding of ion heating and momentum transport due to reconnection, showing, e.g. that the m = 0 modes play a critical role in both processes. The identified importance of the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses during reconnection events, when magnetic fluctuations and magnetic self-organization are dominant, may have relevance to particular plasma regimes in other fusion devices, such as the tokamak. Two potential examples are recently achieved plasmas with induced edge stochasticity and plasmas nearing disruption. Motivated by these results and by the need for even further improvements in MST's performance, we are testing the feasibility of current profile control with two rf techniques.
Several upgrades to MST's control systems are also underway. A simple upgrade to the pellet injector has already provided substantially larger pellets and larger plasma density. A relatively high-power tangential neutral beam will be installed to augment ohmic heating and contribute to the search for a beta limit. MST's toroidal field power supply, formerly consisting of several discrete, inflexible capacitor banks, will be supplanted by a fully programmable solid-state system. This will allow attempts at further optimization of inductive current profile control with a wide variety of toroidal field waveforms.
Two of the outstanding questions from this work are (1) the ultimate degree to which ion heat can be generated and captured by control of reconnection and (2) whether or not this technique could actually be useful in a fusion reactor. Previous measurements in MST showed a tripling of the ion temperature with an increase in the toroidal plasma current from 0.25 to 0.5 MA [7] . An RFP reactor is expected to require a toroidal plasma current of at least 10 MA, suggesting the possibility of substantially larger ion heating at a reactor-relevant current. However, these reconnection events engender rapid electron energy loss, causing a decrease in the electron temperature, and, at present, the most energetic reconnection events require relatively low density. Hence, it remains to be determined how the relative advantages and disadvantages of this technique balance out.
